Export Control Declaration

Manufacturer:  ABB AG
Address:  Wallstadter Str.59
DE-68526 Ladenburg, Germany

We hereby declare that the following Low Voltage DC Drives Cabinets (excluding loose items e.g. spare parts), do not meet dual use definition based on REGULATION (EU) 2021/821 OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL of 20 May 2021 setting up a Union regime for the control of exports, brokering, technical assistance, transit and transfer of dual-use items (recast).

The Low Voltage DC Drives Cabinets mentioned in this declaration are not subject to the EAR (Export Administration Regulation of the United States of America) in accordance with the Commerce Control List (CCL) of Supplement No. 1 to Part 774 of the EAR.

US origin-controlled content of the Low Voltage DC Drives in accordance with US EAR Part 734 is less than 10% for both hardware and software separately. Software are not incorporated with US origin encryption software classified according to US Commerce Control List (CCL) of Supplement No. 1 to Part 774 of the EAR Category 5 Part 2.

According EU regulation          According to US (Re-) Export regulation
ECN = N                             ECCN = N
Not subject to dual use              Not subject to EAR

The export control declaration is valid for one calendar year in the year of issue.

Low Voltage DC Drives cabinets:
DCS880-A – series    HS Code 8537 10 98
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Product Manager
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Product Classification Engineer